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Unit I Review					

Worksheet 1

I. Word Study and Grammar

1. The present forms of the to be verb in English are______________________________________ .
2. The past forms of the to be verb in English are ________________________________________ .
3. The be forms of the to be verb in English are _________________________________________ .
4. The first two principal parts of the to be verb in Latin are_________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________ .
5. The to be verb shows _____________________________ , not ___________________________.
6. Sum is an ______________________________________ verb, meaning its conjugation does not
follow the pattern for any of the four conjugations.
7. Give the three tenses that make up the Present System.__________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
8. How many forms of amo have you learned?____________________ Are they all written in a
Latin dictionary? ________________________________________________________________
9. What are principal parts? _________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
10. What is the name of the 2nd principal part?____________________________________________
11. The infinitive of every 1st-conjugation verb ends in ____________________________________ .
12. The English infinitive is written with the particle _________________________ before the verb.
13. In English, I carry is the___________________________ present, I am carrying is the
____________________ present, and I do carry is the_________________________ present.
14. The two parts to every sentence are _________________________________________________ .
15. What is Sentence Pattern #1?_____________________________________________
16. The accent is on the _____________________unless the_______________________ is marked.
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Worksheet 2

II. Vocabulary Review
Say aloud and then write the first two principal parts. Practice until you know these verbs perfectly!
English

1.

to guard, keep

2.

to walk

3.

to live in, dwell

4.

to greet

5.

to err, wander

6.

to carry

7.

to seize

8.

to desire, wish

9.

to sail

Latin

10. to love
11. to stand
12. to look at
13. to plow
14. to tempt
15. to shout
16. to work
17. to overcome, surpass
18. to adore
19. to set free
20. to swim
21. to give
22. to wash
23. to speak, pray
24. to tell
25. to call
26. to prepare
27. to help
28. to praise
29. to judge
30. to fight
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